The paper questions the reasonability of using forecast error variance decompositions for estimating the role of different structural shocks in business cycle fluctuations. It is shown that the forecast error variance decomposition is related to a dubious definition of the business cycle. A historical variance decomposition approach is proposed to overcome the problems related to the forecast error variance decomposition. The new approach is implemented on two seminal structural VAR models with long-run restrictions by Gali (1999) and King et al. (1991) in order to document the amount of distortion caused by the forecast error variance decomposition.
Introduction
Forecast error variance decomposition (FEVD) is an econometric tool used by many researchers in the vector autoregression (VAR) context for assessing the driving forces of business cycles. This paper shows that the connection between the FEVD and the cycle 2 is not well established. Instead of the FEVD, we advocate using the historical variance decomposition (HVD), which, as we show, is compatible with different business cycle definitions.
The HVD is implemented on two seminal structural VAR (SVAR) modelsà la Gali (1999) and King et al. (1991;  henceforth KPSW) based on two different business cycle definitions.
The results point to a large amount of distortion in the conclusions when the FEVD is employed for the analysis.
There are different ways the business cycle is defined (measured) in the literature. One of the main arguments of this paper is that the FEVD is related to a dubious one of these definitions, which is that business cycles occur around a constant or a linear trend. This definition is particularly problematic if the estimated VAR process comprises nonstationary variables, since the FEVD would imply then a nonstationary cyclical component. There is a consensus among macroeconomists that the cycle is stationary, while many macroeconomic time series are nonstationary.
3 It is not one of the aims of this paper to discuss the most appropriate business cycle definition to be used by macroeconomists, but to emphasize merely that the FEVD is, together with other problems related to it, not consistent with widely used definitions of the business cycle, and to suggest a solution framework for this problem. 4 In order to present our point of view, we employ the filter proposed by Hodrick and Prescott (1997; henceforth HP-filter) and the Beveridge-Nelson-Decomposition (BND) proposed by Beveridge and Nelson (1981) , which are two widely implemented approaches for measuring the business cycle. 5 In contrast to the FEVD, both of these approaches, like many others, imply that i) cyclical fluctuations occur around a nonlinear long-run trend,
and ii) shocks occuring in the so-called business cycle horizon do not only contribute to the 2 We henceforth use the terms "business cycle" and "cycle" interchangeably.
3 See Baxter and King (1995) on widely accepted time-series properties of the business cycle. 4 It must be clear that the business cycle definition chosen by an econometrician may have important implications on his results with respect to the role of different structural shocks in the cyclical fluctuations.
5 See Baxter and King (1995) for some other very popular approches.
business cycle, but to the long-run trend of the variables as well. 6 The HVD is, on the other hand, compatible with these properties of the cycle. Moreover, it is based on the idea that the cycles of macroeconomic variables can be decomposed with respect to (w.r.t.) structural shocks like with the FEVD. Yet the weights of different macroeconomic shocks on the variance of the cyclical components are computed with the HVD subject to a chosen business cycle definition. The incompatibility of the FEVD with convenient business cycle definitions is the first objection in this study to the implementation of it in the business cycle context.
In order to investigate the connection between forecast errors and business cycles, we confront the historical forecast errors of output for different forecast horizons based on the models by Gali (1999) and KPSW with the cyclical component of it computed with both the HP-filter and the BND. It is obtained that the historical forecast errors at the so-called business cycle horizon have hardly much to do with the business cycles.
Another difficulty with the FEVD, even if it is assumed that structural shocks lead only to business cycle fluctuations, is that the business cycle is defined to be a macroeconomic phenomenon that occurs in a time span of 6 to 32 quarters. This definition makes it in many cases impossible to estimate, using the FEVD, which macroeconomic shocks are the main driving force of the busines cycle fluctuations over the entire business cycle horizon.
Finally, we find that the historical forecast errors become nonstationary according to the ADF test when the forecast horizon exceeds 10 quarters in both Gali and KPSW models.
This finding implies that a FEVD analysis based on these models with long-run restrictions leads to spurious conclusions for a forecast horizon longer than ten quarters.
We use the original data sets of the corresponding papers in our study. One striking result is that the HVD based on cycles computed using the BND implies, contrary to Gali's reported results, that technology shocks are the driving force of output cyclical fluctuations.
Another interesting result is that the historical decomposition with both the HP-filter and the BND attributes only a small role to technology shocks in output cycles in the six-variable KPSW model, although the FEVD attributes them an important role especially for a forecast horizon longer than twelve quarters.
The next section presents the FEVD technique and the arguments against it. Section 3 illustrates the HVD approach. Section 4 gives examples of the implementation of the HVD.
Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
The Forecast Error Variance Decomposition
Consider the moving average (MA) representation of a stationary V AR(p) process with p being the order of the VAR,
where X t is a (K × 1) vector of endogenous variables, Θ i is the i th (K × K) MA coefficient matrix, w t is a (K × 1) vector of orthogonal white noise innovations all with a unit variance, C is an (K × M) coefficient matrix corresponding to the deterministic terms represented by
One can write the h-step forecast error for the process as
with X t (h) being the optimal h-step forecast at period t for X t+h . It is straightforward to compute the total forecast error variance of a variable in X t for the h-step forecast horizon and the corresponding shares of individual innovations to this variance, see Lütkepohl (2005) .
What is traditionally done in the literature is to set h such that the computation is made for the business cycle horizon. 8 This means setting 6 ≤ h ≤ 32 if you work with quarterly data following the business cycle definition used by many macroeconomists.
9 A related consequence of this implicit assumption is the implication of the FEVD that business cycles occur approximately around a deterministic path. This deterministic path is typically assumed to be a constant or a linear time trend depending on the model specification. Moreover, VAR models often contain dummy variables. compatible with the relationship between VAR models and widely accepted business cycle definitions.
The bivariate model of Gali (1999) is a good example to illuminate our point of view. The VAR comprises the labor productivity (x t ) and the total hours worked (n t ) .
10 There are two types of identified macroeconomic shocks called "technology" and "nontechnology". Since this VAR includes nonstationary variables, it is estimated in first differences, and equation
(1) should be written as
where X t = (x t , n t , y t ) , µ is the constant vector, and ∆ is the difference operator, such that
11 Rewriting equation (3) leads to
with X 0 being the vector containing the initial values of the model variables and
Note that the h-step forecast error following from the representation in equation (3) is different than the representation in equation (2) 13 Macroeconomic time series are, however, usually assumed to have neither deterministic nor linear long-run trends. For example, the trend component of X t is a random walk with drift according to the BND, which reads
with T t being the trend component and Θ (1) = Θ 0 + Θ 1 + . . . the matrix of long-run multipliers for the model in equation (3).
14
The HP-filter implies a non-linear and non-deterministic trend, too. Recall that equation (4) provides an exact representation of the variables in X t , according to which X t has three components: a constant (X 0 ) , a linear time trend (µt) and a stochastic component
Since the HP-filter is a linear filter, it is applied to all of these three components for computing the cyclical component of X t . It removes the constant and the linear time trend entirely from X t and the stochastic component partly. Therefore, structural innovations contribute clearly not only to the cycles of the variables in X t , but to their long-run trends as well according to the HP-filter. Figure 1 shows the trend and cyclical components of the output data used by Gali (1999) computed with a linear trend, the HP-filter and the BND.
15 Estimated trend and cyclical components of a variable are obviously very sensitive to how they are measured, as the reported features of the cyclical components in Table 1 shows. Those differ quite a bit w.r.t.
their volatility, amplitude, persistence and comovement properties. 14 Beveridge and Nelson (1981) consider a univariate model, but the implementation in the multivariate case is straightforward.
15 Note that the cycles around the linear trend have a non-zero mean, while the HP-cycles and the BND cycles do have a zero mean. We have normalized the linear trend and the cycles around it accordingly by subtracting the mean from the cyclical component and adding it to the trend component. Figure 1 . The persistence measure is the estimated coefficient of the first lag of the corresponding cycle in an AR(1) model. Standard error of a correlation coefficient is given in parenthesis.
To summarize, both the HP-filter and the BND imply a nondeterministic long-run trend and neither is based on the assumption that shocks occuring in any forecast horizon contribute only to business cycles, in contrast to the implications of the FEVD. Since the FEVD is inconsistent with widely accepted business cycle definitions, it should not be used for analyzing the driving forces of business cycles.
The Ambiguity about the Connection between Forecast Errors and Business
Cycles Another issue when using the FEVD in the business cycle context is the ambiguity about why setting h to a value within the business cycle horizon should render a business cycle analysis. The estimated cross-correlation coefficients between the historical i-horizon forecast errors, computed based on both Gali (1999) and KPSW models, and the cyclical component of output are displayed in Figure 2 . A closer relationship between the historical forecast errors at business cycle frequencies and the business cycle fluctuations of output cannot be established; that is, the correlations are not particularly higher at the so-called business cycle frequencies (i.e., at a forecast horizon of six to thirty-two quarters) than at lower frequencies. We check what the critical forecast horizon is, i.e. after which forecast horizon the historical output forecast errors based on Gali and KPSW models exhibit nonstationarity.
Although the two models have very different structures, the historical forecast error series of output become nonstationary after a forecast horizon of ten according to the AugmentedDickey-Fuller test in both models. In suh a case, it does not make much sense to carry out a FEVD analysis of output in these models, with the given data set, for a forecast horizon of h > 10 as the reported error variance shares would then become spurious.
Historical FEVD The FEVD is typically computed based on the crucial assumption that the structural shocks w t in equation (2) are uncorrelated contemporaneously and across time among each other. Moreover, they are assumed not to exhibit an autocorrelation. When these assumptions hold, the forecast error variances of the variables in X t are the diagonal elements of the matrix
where Σ w is the variance-covariance matrix of the structural shocks, which is a K-order identity matrix by construction. Moreover, due to these assumptions, the contribution of the k th structural shock to the forecast error variance of the j th variable for a given forecast horizon is computed as
where e k is the k th column of the identity matrix of order (K × K). It is straightforward to compute the share of a structural shock in the fluctuations of a variable in the VAR, yet this procedure has the important drawback that only the contamporaneous orthonormality of the structural shocks is imposed on the model but the orthogonality of them across time. In order to check the dimension of the measurement problem related to this issue, we confront the within-sample FEVD with the conventional one. The within-sample FEVD is based on the historical h-horizon forecast errors that can be computed witĥ
where T is the number of observations in the sample excluding the initial observations necessary for the estimation, andX k t (h) ,Θ * k,i andŵ k,t are the historical h-horizon historical forecast errors of the variables in X t due to the k th structural shock, the k th column of the i th estimated structural MA coefficient matrix and the estimated realization of the k th structural shock at period t. The total historical h-horizon historical forecast error is accordingly given
The estimate of the share of the k th structural shock in the within-sample forecast error variance of the j th variable follows from dividing the variance of the corresponding time series generated by (8) especially for a forecast horizon longer than 80 quarters. Given that the sample of KPSW starts at the first quarter of 1954 excluding the initial observations, the discrepancy between the estimations is obviously due to the effects of the first oil price shock. The exercise reflected in Figure 3 is to be evaluated with some caution, since the variance decomposition analysis is carried out with nonstationarity processes for a forecast horizon longer than 10 quarters as noted above. Comparing the FEVD and the HFEVD of output in first differences, which is based on equation (3) , provides an analysis based on stationary processes. Moreover, it sheds light on the accumulation-of-the-forecast-errors problem mentioned in the previous paragraph. Figure 4 makes clear that the discrepancy between the FEVD and the HFEVD estimates in Figure 3 is in 4 of the 5 cases largely due to the error accumulation problem. Yet the FEVD share of the real-interest-rate shock deviates to a large extent from its HFEVD counterpart even for the output growth rate. Therefore, it can be concluded that using the FEVD even with stationary processes is a questionable practise. 
Historical Variance Decomposition
The representation of the process in (4) implies that the variables in X t can be written as a linear combination of the structural shocks that are identified from the beginning of the sample until period t plus the initial value and a deterministic trend. The stochastic component represented by equation (6) can be decomposed with respect to the structural shocks, namely
where Θ * i,j is the j th column of Θ * i and w i,j is the j th value of w i . N is the number of structural shocks in the system and K ≥ N. 18 Let X k be the T × 1 vector containing the T observations in the sample of the k th variable in the VAR. The historical decomposition of the stochastic part of the k th variable with respect to the structural shocks can be written
where X k w j is the T × 1 vector, of which elements are the k th entries in t−1 i=0 Θ * i,j w t−i,j . Equation (11) stands for a historical decomposition of fluctuations around the linear trend.
Note that the variance of X i is given by the statistical identity,
where var (a) stands for the variance of variable a and cov (a, b) stands for the covariance between variables a and b. As long as a component X k w j does not exhibit a much smaller variance than X i , the covariance terms in equation (12) 
where X i,hp is the HP cyclical component of X i and X i,hp w j is the HP cyclical component of X i w j . This is possible since the HP-cycle of a variable which is the sum of multiple components is equal to the sum of the HP-cycles of the components. It is then straightforward to write (11) and (13) , and the HVD follows in the same way.
The HVD provides an econometrician two advantages over the FEVD. First, it is compatible with many business cycle measures. Second, it solves all the problems related to the FEVD.
Empirical Applications
In this section, the HVD approach is implemented to the bivariate model of Gali (1999) and the six-variable model of KPSW, where the cycles are computed based on three different measures: the linear trend, the HP-filter, and BND. Note that the cycles around the linear trend are nonstationary according to both Gali and KPSW models. Although a variance decomposition analysis based on nonstationary processes does not make sense, the results of this section gives an idea about the amount of distortion that the FEVD causes, since the FEVD and the cycles around a linear trend are closely related as argued in Section 2. Gali (1999) investigates in his paper whether technology or nontechnology shocks drive the business cycles. He first establishes the high correlation between the cyclical components of output and hours worked according to the HP-filter, and then shows that the nontechnology shocks lead to a strong positive comovement between the two variables but the technology shocks. The HVD with the HP-filter implies the same conclusion and attributes a share of 0.89 to nontechnology shocks, as reported in Table 2 . But technology shocks are the driving force of output fluctuations with a share of 0.74 according to the HVD with the BND.
Note that the conclusion Gali (1999) arrives at in his study has a lot to do with the business cycle definition used by him. When the analysis of Gali is based on the BND, the cyclical components of output and hours are still very highly correlated with a coefficient of 0.87. Yet this strong positive comovement does not follow only from a strong comovement of nontechnology components in this case, but the technology components are highly correlated as well. The former comovement corresponds to a correlation coefficient of 0.96 and the latter to a coefficient of 0.95. The reason behind the larger share of technology shocks in the BNcycles is that the technology BN-component of output has a variance, which is 2.81 times larger than the variance of its nontechnology component.
KPSW estimate only the structural shocks with long-run effects and their identification scheme is different than Gali's in the sense that their six-variable model embodies cointegrating relationships. Table 2 reports that the balanced-growth shocks have a share of merely ten percent in the output cycle and the real-interest-rate shocks are the driving force of the cyclical fluctuations, when the HVD is computed with the HP-cycles. On the other hand, 
Summary
An important research topic of modern macroeconomics is the driving forces of cyclical fluctuations. The most important challenge is that the cycle and the shocks, which are the driving forces of the cycles, are not directly observable. When the driving forces of the business cycle is investigated, three core questions need to be answered: i) How should the structural shocks and their dynamic effects be identified? ii) How should the business cycle be defined? iii) How should the contribution of structural shocks to the cycle be computed?
The focus of this paper has been the third question criticising the FEVD technique as a tool of macroeconomic analysis. The core criticism has been that the FEVD is based on a primitive business cycle definition that the cycles around a linear trend represent the business cycle. It has been shown that the FEVD leads to important distortions when analysing the role of different shocks in the cycles and that it produces spurious results when applied in models with nonstationary variables.The HVD has been proposed to overcome the problems related to the FEVD. This approach has the advantage of being compatible with different business cycle definitions. The HVD, when applied with a typical cycle measure like the HP-filter or the BND, implies by definition that the cycle is a stationary process. This is important in particular when an SVAR comprising nonstationary variables underlies the analysis. Furthermore, structural shocks are allowed to contribute not only to the cycle but to the long-run component as well, as typical business cycle measures imply.
The HVD has been implemented with both the HP-filter and the BND for illustrating the amount of distortion that the FEVD techniqe causes. Note that the models used in the implementations comprise different variables and use different identification approaches.
The models have been taken as they are and have been estimated with their original data sets. The results with the HVD have been confronted then with the orinigal results of Gali (1999) and KPSW. In other words, the first question above has also been out of scope of this paper.
